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With rising cost of goods and increasing global competition, managing procurement strategically 

is more critical than ever. Kenandy Cloud ERP automates your global procure-to-pay process, 

so you can focus on improving your procurement strategy. With Kenandy, your procurement 

process runs smoothly from agreement to payment—alerting you only when a problem needs 

your attention. Since Kenandy is on the cloud, everyone—from your suppliers to your contract 

manufacturers—can easily work together to make sure you get the right goods and services at  

the best cost. Easy to use. Automated. Real-time visibility. Better control.

SOLUTION BRIEF

Kenandy Procure-to-Pay

Source ReceivePurchase Pay

• Agreement creation
• Supplier onboarding
• Real-time audit of  

price changes
• Buyer preferred suppliers
• Item onboarding 

• Goods 
• EDI connectivity
• Tax management
• Discount management
• Integrated purchase 

agreements and 
purchase orders

• Exception alerts

• Integrated advance 
shipping notice

• Desktop receiving
• Partial receipt
• RFID integration
• Barcode scanner 

integration
• Exception alerts
• Generate invoices  

from receipt of goods

• Invoice matching
• Discount capture
• Purchase price variance 

reporting
• Support misc. charges
• Invoice accruals
• Bank reconciliation
• Exception alerts
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Key Benefits

• Reduce administrative  

tasks with complete  

procure-to-pay automation

• Touchless direct procurement 

initiates from your planning 

process

• Make better purchasing  

decisions with real-time 

visibility

• Resolve issues quickly 

and capture a record of 

communications with  

social collaboration

• Quick time-to-value with a 

100% cloud-based solution

• Integrated across the 

enterprise with Kenandy 

Cloud ERP or with integration 

to your legacy ERP

QUOTE-TO-CASH SOLUTION BRIEF
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Complete Procure-to-Pay Automation 
With Kenandy Procure-to-Pay on the cloud, it‘s easier to manage across  

your distributed, global supply chain. Generate purchase orders for direct  

or indirect procurement, either from your MRP process or manually. At any 

step in the process, connect with suppliers through Salesforce Chatter or 

manually. Kenandy performs two/three way matching at any level of detail  

you need, so you’re assured that what you pay for is what you ordered.  

When exceptions arise, the system alerts the appropriate people, so they  

can address problems. Resolve issues quickly and capture conversations 

through integrated social collaboration between employees and suppliers,  

in the context of the transaction. No more lost emails.

Easy to Use
For procurement, purchasing agreements make it easy to purchase goods 

from vendors at agreed prices and with conditions, such as quantity. If prices 

change, your open purchase orders are updated to reflect the new price. With 

an approved supplier list, you facilitate a more global approach to contract 

negotiation and eliminate redundant sourcing efforts within departments, and 

across organizations. A flexible, configurable workflow lets you add approvals 

or other steps anywhere in the process, to meet your enterprise-specific needs.

Real-Time, Secure Visibility
Kenandy Procure-to-Pay is your light into the black hole of corporate  

spending. Get reports by product, department, supplier, or requestor. Set up 

dashboards for visibility into the information you need on a regular basis. Gain 

insight into your total corporate demand and spend for better bargaining 

power. Kenandy manages your important data in the cloud, so now you 

have real-time, secure visibility anytime, anywhere, and on any device. Give 

appropriate access to your suppliers, contract manufacturers, engineers,  

sales people, and other employees, so everyone is on the same page.

Quick Time-to-Value
Want to make procurement easier without waiting for an upgrade? With 

Kenandy, you get going quickly, because there’s no hardware or software 

to install. Just add users and start today. Kenandy Procure-to-Pay is part 

of Kenandy Cloud ERP, so you can choose features from the full ERP suite 

or connect back to your core ERP at any point in the process. Built on the 

Salesforce1 Platform, Kenandy Procure-to-Pay delivers integrated social, 

mobile and global functionality, providing true collaboration on any device.

Companies with 
cloud ERP systems 
are 65% more likely 
than companies 
without cloud ERP 
systems to have  
real-time visibility 
into the status of  
all processes. 
Aberdeen Group


